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nowledge transfer began with the Sumerians,
the earliest known civilization in the
Bronze Age. Sumerians developed the ini
tial documentation of their life in writing around
3,500–3,200 BC. In China, the educated people
knew Chinese characters at about 4,000 BC. The
Mycenaeans, an early tribe of Greeks between 1500
and 1200 BC, adapted the Minoan syllabary to write
an early form of Greek. Greek became the language
of medicine in the Roman Empire, however in the 4th
Century AD, Latin gradually began to be used as the
common medical language. The written and spoken
Latin language was used for hundreds of years after
the fall of the Roman Empire and many European
languages still use the Roman alphabet today.
Just 600 years ago during the Renaissance,
the scientific revolution took place in Europe. In
modern-day societies, science has become profes
sionalized. The Latin language became the common
language of medicine and from the late medieval
period to the mid-17th Century, Latin was also the
dominant language in science. In the 18th Century
this situation changed rapidly and besides Latin,
science was also published in German, French and
English. World War I changed the landscape of
scientific communication, due to the boycott of the
German language published by French and Englishspeaking scientists. In parallel from the early 1900s,
many international organizations formed to govern
science and they adopted English as their commu
nication and publishing language. As transport and
commerce became regional and later global, English
became the communication language of business
and diplomacy. In the last three decades of the 20th
Century, the fast-growing field of Information Tech
nology and the World Wide Web made English the
most popular language in the world.

Having a common language in science is not
the only factor that has helped to foster knowledge
sharing. In the second half of the 20th Century, the
integration and synthesis of knowledge across disci
plines was necessary to implement the multidiscipli
nary sciences that accelerated research and develop
ment in agriculture to the space industry [1].
Knowledge sharing is the most important ele
ment of collaborative research [2]. In cross-disci
plinary collaborations, individual research work
must be adapted to coordinate with other individual
research works and researchers must discuss their
results extensively in workshops and at conferences
[3]. These are the reasons why in 2006, Cedars–Si
nai Medical Center (CSMC) with eleven Central and
Eastern European (CEE) universities and academic
organizations from six countries (Croatia, Czech Re
public, Hungary, Romania, Slovakia, and Ukraine)
formed the Regional Cooperation for Health, Science
and Technology (RECOOP HST) Consortium [4].
In 2012, CSMC and the CEE partner organiza
tions agreed to form the Association for Regional
Cooperation in the Fields of Health, Science and
Technology (RECOOP HST Association https://
www.cedars-sinai.edu/Research/Research-Adminis
tration/Recoop/). RECOOP is a strategic partnership
provides added value to both CSMC and the CEE
organizations. RECOOP organizes meetings and
conferences that help the participating scientists to
understand the most important element of knowled
ge sharing: within collaborative research work each
member depends on the group and building of trust
within the group is the key to success. At the same
time however, it is necessary to empower the partici
pating scientist to be creative and autonomous [5].
In RECOOP science enables researchers to
be creative and motivate researchers to acquire
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knowledge needed by every university graduate,
PhD student and postdoc. It is also useful in the se
lection of future researchers and teachers. Science
is not perfect and sometimes produces controversial
results, but at the same time it teaches analytical
thinkingskills that are very valuable in modern so
cieties.
Scientists should share their raw data in ways
that are easily accessible and digestible, and it is
necessary that the published findings can be reana
lyzed or replicated by others. Scientists need to pub
lish the methods and findings more completely and
science should be more transparent. Production of
new knowledge in medicine is immeasurably facili
tated by the enrichment of opportunities provided
by efficient trans-national multidisciplinary scientific
partnerships and collaborations like the RECOOP
HST Association [6]. The RECOOP HST Associa
tion enables the opportunity for development of di
verse talents in different specialties, all geared to
wards sharing and integrating knowledge.
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